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'No Rational Basis'-story on Page 9 
•, 

High Court Rules Exams Unconstitutional 

Is Nothing Sacred? 

Innovations Added to.First-year Curriculum 
. . . 

by Ana Lopez 
• "The whole system of legal 

'education is disgustin~ly pro
vincial. Although absolute 
diversify is not goo(,·' •• .. n,-p_ 

paring stzidents for· the practict· 
of law it's important to simul-• 
taneously make them ,., ii,Lcu uj 
the. American legal system and 
instill them with a sense of 
responsibility to improve it." 

-Profess_or Geoi:-ge Fletcher 

This year there have been two 
innovative additions to the first-• 
year curriculum. As a part of 

• their first-year program, stu-
dents ~ave been given the 
option of taking either the 
traditional criminal law course 
or a comparative criminal IaW 
course which includes a study of 
the criminal system in other 

. countries. In addition, first-year 
students can take a class on 
legal methodology on a volun

,. tary, no-credit basis., 
• Fletcher, who is teaching the 
Comparative Criminal law 

-- course,- described the option as 
_. "~n experiment in the curri

culum which was designed to 
giv.e in~oming first-year stu-

dents an opportunity to choose 
an elective, and to enrich the 
first.:.year curriculum. 

"The primary concern is the 
importance offreedoffi ofchoi<;e 
and desirability of• having an 
option," said Fletcher, who feels 
_!·•f1l: 1~r,,,,,;:lii1 m,1;1J mri;i,-~ 1fn :~. 

In fact, the idea of a "com
pulsory elective" in the first year 
was proposed last year by the 
Curriculum Committee, but 
voted down by the faculty after 
it met s"trong opposition from 
fir1t-ve,u students. 

George Fletcher 

the idea of·an alternative course 
His better because it's not 
desirable to have a special 
course in th~ first year On a 
subject· like econOmic analysis. 
It's better to take a subject and 
teach it on a different basis. 

nln the comparative criminal 
law class a basic subject· area is 
taught from a broader perspect
ive and with a more varied 
interpretation. Although . both 
courses cover the same ground, 
their orientations are slightly 
different." 

A far cry from the opposition 
to the mandatory elective is the 
enthusiastic student response to 
the optional criminal law class: 
it has an enrollment of 60, 
slightly smaller that the regular 
criminal law classes. 

Fletcher, who has taught the 
traditional criminal law- course, 
is pleased that the students in 

· his comparative course .. display 
a willingness to think openly 
about alternatives to the Amer
ican 1egal system and take them 
seriously. Most· students think 
only in terms of the narrow 
framework of the Anglo-Amer-

• ican legal system; it offends 

their cultural bias to learn that 
one- of the most important 
books on criminal law in the 
Western Hemisphere was writ
ten in Spanish by an Argen
tine.'' 

The Legal Methodology 
class, taught by Sara Latz, has 
ben received with even greater 
erithusiasm. Though no credit is 
offered for it, 170 students
half the first-year class- attend, 

(Continued on Page 7) 
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Is the Standards System Reasonable? 
by Darryl K. Gaines 

The purpose of this article is to issue a .moral and 
intellectual challenge to all first, second and third-year 
students here. The basis .for this challenge emanates 
from the· continued frustration and relentless despair 
experienced by a number of our colleagues each year 
from summary academic· dismissal due to ·their ability 
to maintain a 65 or better.average after one year of study. 
Although few of you are affected directly by this 
situation, we still have a moral and intellectual 
obligation to assure our fellow students who have the 
misfortune to pass through such a situation that they 
have our full support and guarantee that every possible 
effort will be made toward assisting them in continuing 
with their education at UCLA. • 

For those of you who are unfamiliar with the present 
system, I will provide you with a rough but accurate 
account of how it operates. After all the grades have 
been submitted for the entire year, t~e administiation 

Gaines is a third-year .student 

is able to determine which first-year students were 
unable· to maintain a ·65 or better average in the 
requisite. number of units. A list containing such 
students 1s then forwarded to Dean Slaughter who in 
turrt notifies the aggrieved students that they h;ve been 
terminated from further study at UCLA's law school. 
At this juncture, the· individuals so notified are- no 
longer _ considered students but in fact ha Ve become 
"ex-students". 

The ex-student is also notified, in th~ same letter, 
that he has the right to petition the faculty for re
admission. If he decides to use this appeal he must 
submit a petition to the Standards Committee for 
review. The Standards Committee is composed of 6 

. . . the law school socialization process has 
obliterated any feeling of community between 
those who had difficulty and those who did 
not. 

members (four faculty and two students) who read the 
petition and in some instances question students in 
person about their problems. They then recomment to 
the full faculty· what action the committee deems 
appropriate. More often than not the full faculty, who 
have the final say, mechanically follow the 
recommendations of the ·corrimittee. because most of 

· them ·have not had the opportunity, time or desire to 
read the petition or question the .. ex-student." 

The judgement and the modus operandi employed 

by the committee at reaching it have recently come 
under severe and careful _scrutiny. The scrutiny is due 
to the highly discretionary and blatantly vague 
standard employed at the Standards Committee in 
reaching their decis.ions on whether. to readmit 
terminate·o students. 

According to the committee'S: guidelines, in order for 
a student to rebut the presumption of his inability to 
perform legal work (Note: there is no reliable empirical 
data to support such a presumption), he must persuade 
the majority of th~e- committee members that it was 
because of "unusual circumstances" thclt he was unable 
to maintain the required average. Those oLyou with 
even a minimal grasp of constitutional law concepts 
will immediately perceive the deficiencies of such a 
standard. 

The Constitutional safeguards of due 
process and equal protection are not 
considered or applied to struggling lciw 
students. 

The "unusual persuasive ·circumstances" standard so 
employed is patently "vague on its face" and as such 
allows far too muc~ latitude for personal discretion, 
cultural bias and class chauvinism to- permeate such ·a 
crucial decision-making process. 

Apparently the constitutional safeguards of due 
process and equal protection are not considered or 
applied to the plight of struggling Jaw students at 
UCLA. 

For example, how much evidence/ documentation 
will it _take to change an argument for readmission 
from unpersuasive to "persuasive"? Will the amount of 
such evidence be the same for e·ach member of the 
cominittee? How •~unusual" does unusual have to be? 
Compared to what? Do not inquiries of this nature 
demand the imposition of value judgements based 
upon the committee person's background an·d 
experiences? Obviously they do, and for this reason the 
present system must be reforme_d to reflect a mor·e just 
and equitable remedy. 

However, tlJ.e vague and discriminatory nature of 
the standard is only the tip of the iceberg of our 
inquiry. In order to gain a clearer understanding of 
why such a patently inhumane and callous system has 
been allowed to continue, other matters must be 
considered and brought to the surface. 

For .instance, hoW is it that a Sttident who just a few 
months ea_rlier was heralded by the law school 
administration and faculty as being the "cream of the 

crop" (remember Orientation?) of the "top minds" in. 
the country can all of a sudden be peremptorily 
dismissed after only one year's study because hef.she 
was unable to maintain a 65 average? Should all the 
years of struggling to make good grades, applying to 
schools, taking numerous standardized exams be 
jeopardized after only having one year of study?ls the 
"First-Year Trauma" a joke or can it significahtly 
hinder a person's performance during the first year? 
How much weight should be given? • 

The above are just a few inquiries which accentuate 
the construction extant in the present structure. The 
next question is, why? •Why have we allowed the 
admi_nistration and ·faculty' to impose such fiarsh and 
inhumane treatment on our colleagues? For thE: sch~ol, 
the harsh treatment of '4 potential bar failures" is 
necessary to maintain high ranking natioiially. It ·is 
common knowledge that the percentage of people 
passing the bar has a direct relationship to that 
institulion's national _ranking. The greater the 
percentage the higher the ranking. 

For re·maining students the law school socialization 
process has effectively obliterated any feeling of, 
communtty or responsibilty between those who had 
difficulty and those who did not. As a matter of fact 
few of us know or care it.bout the «others," and those 
who do ·a void them like the plague for fear of their 
hardships rubbing off on them. Consequently; rather 
than confront the administrative apparatus which 
caused their untimely,expulsion, students who remain 

Is "First-Year Trauma" a joke or 'can it 
significantly hinder performance in the first 
year? 

acquire a warped sense of superiority for ha Ying .. made 
jf'. 

It is because of this inhumane and callous treatment 
of our peers that the appeal is made to you, the 
student. I challenge you to petition the Student Bar 
Association, the Faculty, thi: Dean and others to 
explain why. if we have 5 years to complete the 
program, s,tudents have been cut down after only one 
year. W!Jy shouldn't they have the right to repeat the 
first year, given tha~ such a remedy would not impose 
any undue burdens on the law school administration? 
In addition, realizing that ·the present remedial _ 
apparatus impacts disproportionatleJy on ·students of • 
minor_ity and low-income _backgrounds, the- sChool''nas 
nonetheless made no affirmative effort towards 
retention (e.g. devising a 6-8 week summer w9rkshop 

Growing Up to be 
A Real Lawyer 

Profs' Egos on the Line 
When Exam Time Comes 

by Raj Seshu 
Self-appointed Wag 

Now that -I have finally reached the Grand Old Age of 
Majority, I have the maturity, time., perspective and. 
judgement to recall my days of yore: ah, the foolishness, the 
insanity, the drug abuse, and most of all, the starry-eyed 
idealism. But times change ... feminists now wear h-igh 
heels, Americ"ans are again ready to rilarch off to war, and the 
TV advertisements, tell us that 'Chemicals are an important 
part' of our .world ... why can't my views change also? 

I, too, will soon advertise, my excellence in the Great 
American Market System which provides for all our luxury. 
By that time, l will surely be what I least desired to be when I 
decided to go to law school: a polished._ fine-tuned, well
adjusted, pinstripe-suited finished product - perfectly 
molded to fit its niche. 

When I was young, l yearned to <:hange the world: 1 lived 
on the south side of Chicago for four years, wondering why so 
many people chose .(for everyone has freedom o(c~oice in the 
free market system) to live in such poverty. Why didn't they 
just choose their parents wisel)'? 

-But after.only ten weeks- in law schoo_l, my mind is clearer. I 
finally understand wh~t before seemed so incomprehensible. 
The many rules, policies, regulations, and practices of our 
System all have their justifications - nestled within the 
framework of all practicality as a baby at its mother)- breast. 
Of course the Rule Against Perpetuities applies to conditions 
precedent rather than conditions subsequent - one's vE:sted, 
the other isn't. Obviously we consider a felon responsible 
when a peace officer kills his co-felon: it's as if the felon 
had planned his co-felon's murder. Doubtless only those 
people with money or access to lawyers can resist .the 
temptation to bring frivolous lawsuits. Clearly, we should all 
pay high taxes to encourage the investors to employ everyone. 
Unquestionably, only minorities with high index scores .can 
und(:rstand the intricacies and values of Our Legal .System 
(the fact that ihey're from wealthier backgrounds is simply 
irrelevant). The more I learn, the more I understand. 

Yea, Jimmy, I am truly 'born again': with my mind free of 
unnecessary complications~ I may now go forward; and receive 
the word of the l~w. 

I have alreatly picked out my BMW. 

Examinati6n time is a time of 
a!)Xiety for a certain group_· of 
people. Men and women who 
have labored for months have at 
last ·the opportunity to discover 
how effective their work has 
been. These people have taught 
all semester, and the treasured 
day is nigh, when the reading of 
a few score exam books may 
reward the diJigent professor. 

But anxiety- builds before that 
day, for no matter how hard one 
tries, one may faii: the most 
brilliant and incisive questions 
may simply not be accepted as 
vehicles adequate to convey the 
students' undefstanding _ of the 
law. 

The typical professor is a 
high-achi~ver for whom failure, 
because so rare, is all the more 
devastating. Too often a go·od 
self-image has become contin
gent upon student ·approval of 
only one set of exam questions, 
and the way students· it.nswer 
exam.questions can either; 
alleviate or exacer!;)ate faculty 
anxiety._ A few examples come 
to mind. 

If a professor has spent hours 
distinguishing law from equity, 
he or she obviously has an 
emotional investment in the 
distinction. Students should not 
gloss over·. the distinction with 
such phrases as "the. equitable 
remedy is replevin." 

Or a professor may honestly 
believe that our property system 
usefully allocates scarce re
sour~es and is not primarily an 
instrument to oppress ~he 

working class. It is simply 
human kindness to leave out 
any reference to the capitalist 
running dogs whose luKury is 
the product of human misery, or, 
to use a term which he thinks is 
neutral, like "landlord." 

Another of your .professors 
may have made a life's work out 
of drawing distinctions-between 
inteiltional and negligent acting. 
It does no harm and can be very 
reassuring, if you specify a basis 
for liability in addition to noting 
the defendant's obviously evil 

nature. 
Remember, faculty members . 

feel great pressure to justify a 
salary, While we are free of such 
extrinsic pressut~. By.exam time 
we already have our r:eward, the, 
intrinsic• pleasure of law study, 
and we.can afford.to be gener
ous to those. in need: 

(The author, a first-year stu
dent, wishes to reintiin anony
mOus, either because he.'s 
wanted ifz 22 states or,.because 
all first-years crave anonymity.) 

W4tllockct 
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Society Works Qn law School Environment 
"There. does not appear to he a 
major ·constituency these days in 

··californiafor environmental 
issues." Assemblyman Mel 
Levine speaking on "Solar 
Energy Legislation and Local 
Environmental Issues.'·' 
"There are people who don't 
want to go into environmental 
law per se, but they're doing it 
for understanding." Catherine 
Rich, UCLA Environmental 
Law Society. • 

To hear Assemblyman Levine 
tell it, environmentalists are in 
retreat before -a:n onslaught of 
special interests in Sac·ran:i.ento 
and Washington. They are, he 
says, out-spent _·and out-organ
ized_, "an increasingly lonely 
club." 

But at UCLA, ·environmen
talists have put together one of 
.the newest and· busiest "clubs" 
in the law school. Since a group 
of first-year students fori:ned the 
Environmental Law Society last 
spring, the group_ has grown to 
an active membership of abollt 
sixty students. They're organ
ized into four major areas: the 
research unit, the speakers 
program, the solar law forum, 
and the UCLA Journal of 
Environmental Law and ·Policy. 
The speakers program is the 
most visible activity of the new 
organization .. Besides Assem
blyman Levine, it has brought 
in such guests as City Counci_l
man Zev Yarosla vsky, and 
Mark Oubois of Friends of the 
River.· 

The research unit is also 
thriving, coordinating projects 
both on and off campus. "Our 
purpose," says John Belcher, .. is 
to get involved in community 
environmental issues." The 
group is looking into the 
possibility of working with the 
Sierra .. Club on solid waste 
di-sposa\ and recycling. A 
current pr•oject entails· doing 
legal research for a local group 

. which' is challenging the reli-

censing of the nuclear reactor 
on campus. When the reli
censing hearing comes up before 
the Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission in March, the· resear
chers will be part of it.· 

March is also the date for the 
debut of the newest law jounal 
at UCLA-the UCLA Journal 

·of Environmental Law and 
Policy. Funded by the Lincoln 
Institute • of Land Policy from 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, the· 
Journal will pµblish· c·onference 
papers from the Institute for the 
first issue. Future issues, 
eXplains Catherine Rich, one of 
the journal's editors, will focus 

on single topics like solar 
mandating legiSlation or toxic 
waste disposal. 

'Td like people who are not 
• lawyers to be able to read it and 

understand it," says Rich. She 
expects the journal to settle into 
a quarterly schedule. Each 
edition will run about 60 pages, 
with three- or four articles 
written by people outside the 
law school and one or two 
comments written by students. 
.. We .want tq encourage policy-

Fill in 1he blanks on the bot10m; then t,.an~/er the leuers to the 
correspondingly numbered blanks on the top part.· i1·hfch. when 
comp/e1ed. will he a pithy q;101e. The solution is somewhere in 1his 
paper. 
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Although it started just this 
year, the Environmental Law 
Society's speakers prOgrBm is 
one of the two -most active at the 
law schoo.1. 

L.A. Councilman Zev Yaro
slavsky (right) carn.e to talk about 
evergy conservation measures 
that were on the city ballot atthe 
tirne·and, having passed, are nOw 
legal reality. Mark DuBois spoke 
about the Stanislaus River and a 
darn that did not become any sort 
of reality; lar-gely _because 
DuBois chained himself-to a rock 
in the middle of what would have 
become the lake behind the darn. 

type papers," Rich emphasizes, 
d~scribin-g a jourrial. which 
doesn't "'just go through the case 
law." 

Contact with the Lincoln 
Institute came through the 
efforts of Neal Roberts. whc 
helped inaugllrate t,he Environ
mental Law Society lasr spring 
when he Was visitirlg professor. 
The Society is_also explo?ing the 

• possihility of publi!>hing one 
issue jointly with the ·Peppe · 
dine Environmental Law .Sn._'-

iety, which doesn't publish a law 
journal of its own. And the 
Center for Law in the Public 
Interest has expressed an 
interest in publishing through 
the UCLA journal. On the 
h.ome front, th_e Society is 
pushing for a full-time envi
ronmental law professor. 

"We~ve mad"e an official 
request _to the administration to 
hi.re" a professor and we:,re 
waiting to see what action they 
take," John· Belcher says. The 
request has been reinforced by a 
petition to the same effect. In 
the week before Thanksgiving, 
between 250 and 300 signatures 
were collected, and that was 
before first_-year students were 
,pproached. 

"This is a major law schOol," 
Catherine Rich says. "l think it's 
very important that UCLA have 
an environmental law professor."' 
She. cites the advantages of 
having a full-time environ-

mental ·law professor on the 
faculty-contacts within the 
field, guidance for students, and 
continuity. Rich serves as 
liaison with the faculty. She 
charcterizes the petition ·as a 
"friendly" one, brought forward 
with the understa_nding that it is 
not easy to find environmental 
law profe.ss9rs because .there 
aren't many of them. But she 
hopes the administration will 
take the petition seriously. 
There's_ some indication' that it 
will. "We're aware of the need, 
and we're looking," Associate 
Dean Susan Prager said. In the 
meantime, the work of the 
Environmental Law SOciety 
conti,nues, and the members are 
concerned about attracting first
year students to the ranks. As 
Rich says, on the various 
projects or the journal they can 
learn research techniques, learn 

. to read critically, and learll how 
to edit. 

LAW STUDENTS 
NEED HELP, 

and we supply it 

GET READY 
FOR FINALS 
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Comple1e Mail Sen·ice 
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and the bizarre will bring out 
the spirit in any law school, 
this one especially, so on 
Halloween, the Black Law 
Students Association 
(BALSA) sold hot dogs and 
sponsored a costume contest. 

Grand prize went to. 
Gerald Klein (top left) who at 
some point in the remainder 
of his first year will learn that 
justice is also deaf and dumb. 

A /so eye-catching were the 
ladies of Records Office (top 
right) as the Three Graces (or 
Fates, or something) and 
Erlinda Jimenez of Admis- • 
sions (right) as a pregnant 
Jack O'Lantern. 

The festivities also at
tracted a ferocious beast or 
two-as law schools often 
do-and rather .a lot of 
winged and antenna~d some
thingorothers (below right), 

The Klan costume of 
BALSA 's own David Mott 
(below left) drew deddedly 
mixed reviews from fellow 
black students, and a great 
many double-takes from 
white ones .. 

-Photo~ by A AlecNedelman 
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Clerkship Rules Changed Make the Top Ten! 
The Docket is running a contest (oh boy). WE want to hear 

your job-interview horror storjes. Not just stories about boring 
interviewers. Not just-stories about uninterested interviewers. 
We're looking for the atypical; the unusual, the not merely bad 
but absolutely awful. We know the placement office folks do 
their best, but sometimes law firms send their wo'rst. We're 
looking for the ten worst job interviews of 1979 ;:,_ or 1978, or 

Students ·may now take 
judicial clerkships in the spring of 
theirthird year, but will no longer 
be permitted to do so in the fall of 
their second year. , 

The new rules, passed at. the 
November faculty meeting, leave 
the rules. for others types of 
ex terns hips unchanged. Ac
cording to Marilyn Friedman of 
the Placement Office, who 
coordinates externships, many 
judges prefer third-year students 
as clerks, and the new rule has the 
obvious effect of giving a third
year here _twic-e as much 
opportunity to clerk. She also 
said that very few second-year 
studnets clerk during the fall, so 
that elimination of the option to 
do so will have little impact. 

* • • 
For those who keep count: Of the 
UCLAgraduates who applied to 
take the California bar exam for 
the first time in July, 81 percent 
passed, according to Barbara 

Koskela of the Records Office. 
That figure does not iriclude 
those who signed up but did not 
show up so the official "pass'' 
rate, whenever it finally-comes 
out, will be somewhat higher. 
Already, though, it has an edge 
on last year's statistic, which was 
80. I ·percent when all the returns 
were in. 

No comment: According to a 
story in the Loyola Law School 
Reporter, UCLA will drop from 
eleventh to thirteenth place 
among the 160 accredited U.S. 
law schools in the new edition of 
The Gourman Report, to be 
published in January. Its author, 
professor Jack Gourman of Cal 
State Northridge decided UCLA 
had ·slipped because of recent 
troubles over admissions· ·and 
"the lack of sophistication in the 
administration's handling of the 
problems." 

The top ten, rated on the basis 

Panic is an Art 
Ifs that time of. year, again 

folks. The air. turns chill, the 
first few snowflakes fall lightly 
to earth (well, maybe not in Los 
Angeles, but somewhere) USC 
begins. its annual preparation 
for the Rose Bowl, and final 
exams stop lurkin·g in· the 
shadows and march menacingly 
through Your. nightmares,, 
- In short, it'-s Panic Time!! B-ut 

beware, for there are certain 
ground rules fo: panicking (as 
with everything else ar,ound 
here) and failure to observe 
these simple guidelines may 
result in your streaming through 
finals calm and serene,- and at 
peace with yourself and 
your peers (strictly forbidden, 
UCLA W Code 829 (A) (3) (d) 
(vii). Okay, then, on with the 
basics. 

(I) Three days befor.e the 
exam, rush to the Reserve Book 
Room and frantically photo
copy the last twenty years of 
your professor's old exams. 
(While you're at it, photocopy 
the_ other profes~ors' exams, 
too. Who knows where your 
professor gets his questions?) 
This will (I) put you in the 
proper state of delirium when 
you realize these past eXams are 
as intelligible as Swahili (unless, 
of collrse, You're a Swahilian) 

•and (2) provide you with a 
marvelous pile of post-finals 
scratch paper,. perfect for 
starting Yule-time fires. It also 
rriakes the XerOx Corporation 
very happy. 

(2) Tear madly through the 
Student Store and buy Gilbert's, 
"Emmanuel's and Smith's out
li_nes on the subject of your 
choice. Also, pick up Sum & 

. Substance, the Nutshell and any 
and atl available hornbooks. 
Don't forget the bar outlines. 
Pile these haphazardly on your 
desk and proceed to plow 
frantically through them, 
searching-.for the ultimate 
explanation of the Rule Against 
Perpetuities (there isn't one, by 
the way). The heap of books will 
impress your spouse/parents/ 
live-in/roomate/parakeet to no 
end, and this study technique 
also eliminates that dreary 
routine of holiday shopping 
(you're not going to have 
enough money left with which 
to buy a tin cup after this). 

(3) Eat. Every time you 
stumble _across a concept yOu 
don't underst;,lnd or a case you 
don't remember (every 90 
second or_so);stuff something in 
your mouth: Van de Kamps 
chocolate cupcakes, Sara Lee 
Bavarian Creme, Hostess Twin
kies, Pizza Man Special Deluxe, 
et cetera, ad nauseum (and you 
will be). Don't worry, it is 
possible to panic while stuffed 
to the gills, and the beauty of 
this system is that when you're 
done 'panicking over finals, you 
can begin to panic over the 32 
pounds you've gained _and the 
fact that the only holiday outfit 
that still fits you is a red-and
green plaid poncho. 

Auto Insurance 
Substantial savings with a top rated insurer 

C.all day or night 
In LA: 477-2548 

Nellendam Ha11cock 
1100 Glendon Na. 1447 

Monty's Building 
We validate parking 

lnlheValley:886-4643 

C:OWGE STUDENT 

OSilS 
INSURANCE SERVICE 

of overall recOrd, total points 
scored and toughness of 
opposing teams, are, in order: 
Harvard, Michigan, Yale, 
Chicago, Bault, Stanford, 
Columbia,· Cornell, Duke and 
Penn. USC is 33rd, Loyola 38th, 
and Southwestern 120th in ·t.he 
new Gourman Report. 

1977. • 
Did the man from Jones, Jones, Beanbrain and Bimbo fall 

Students who perchance find 
themselves talking to faculty 
members should keep in mind 
that The Gourman Report has 
never bee_n thought terribly 
important around here, since it 
isn't the one that rated UCLA in 

• asleep while you were discussing your comment? Were you 
verbally abused. How about mentatly abused. How about 
physically abused? Has an interviewer ever asked you y_our 
gpa and then laughed hysterically through the rest of your 

• interview? Let us know. We thrive ori that sort of stuff. 

• the top ten. 
-H,P. 

What do you _w_in? Well, nothing, but.it's a great opportunity 
to excoriate someone who has really olfended you. Will we 
take unsigned stories? Yes! Will we take stories that don't 
name the offending firm? You bet! We'll also tak.e stories that 
are funny without being awful. Just leave them in our mailbox 
at the information wfndow. - S.S. 

Who Is This Man, And Why 
Did O'Melveny Turn Him In? 

by Sus3.n Schwartz 
I was wandering by the Placement Office 

the other day when I noticed the foot-thick 
pile of blue paper stapled to the interview 
board. It was a list of names of miscreants and 
malfeasants, those forever to be banned from 
the interviewing_ process -for having .missed job 
interviews. 

I scanned the names. Interspersed with the 
familiar names, the local legends, were all 
sorts of rude comments, like "good for you." 

There were also scores of unfamiliar names. 
There were long names and yoll get the 
picture. There were so many names on that 
list, thou-gh, that it made me think (an 
unfamiliar pastime) - why would anyone 
miss a jo·b interview? They're sb easy to cancel. 
I mean,- I had heard rumors of computer 
errors, of car and mental ·breakdowns, I had 
heard it all, and I didn't believe any of it. I 
decided to find out for myself why someone 
would-.miss a job interview. I decided to start 

at the top: O'Melveny and Myers (you know 
- the legal dinic that advertises on TV). 
Claude Craddock had missed an interview 
with O'Melveny; I was going to find out why. 

I got ahold of a copy of the Craddock 
resume. I called Craddock's number. I got the 
Santa Monica Courthouse. Responding with 
the ten~city that comes from four years of 
journalism training and a strong desire to put 
off studying for as long as possible, I went by 
fos house. I found a vacant lot . .I thought, this 
guy is goiilg to extremes to avoid being 
interviewed by The Docket. But did I give up? 
No. With my deadline fast approaching I did 
the only· thi.ng I could -- I wrote this inane . 
story. If anyone sees Craddock in the halls, tell 
him I want to talk to him. We've rePrinted. his 
resume, so you should know him when you see 
him, unless, as the FBI has suggested. he's 
dyed his hair and had extensive plastic surgery 
on ·his face. • • 

···························································••-•············································· 
CLAUDE LUKE CRADDOCK 

l208 Veteran, #2 
Los Angeles, Cafffornia 

213-451-5911 
90024 

EDUCATION: 
U.C.L.A. School of Law 

Harvard University 

ACTIVITIES: 
9/79 

·9/79 

expect J.D. 5/81 
G.P.A: 89 
Moot Court Invitee 

BA 6/78 
Summa Cum Laude 
Phi Beta Kappa 
G.P.A.: 4.00 
MajOr: Political Theory 

Member, U.C.L.A. Law Review, com
ment accept~d for publlcation
"Patho!ogical Sex Qffenders: Crim
inal Coriviction or Civil Com
mitment?" 

Membership Chairman, Phi Alpha 
Delta 

WORK EXPERIENCE:. 
6i78-present Counselor to male rape victims. 

L.A.P.D. Task Force on Unreported 
Crimes (in lieu !)f 18 mo. sentence,_ 
Boston Superior Court, 4/78) 

6/77-9/77 

4/76-6/77 

REFERENCES: 

Clarence Kelley 

Counselor, YMCA Summer Boys 
Camp, supervisor (conducted Health 
and Hygiene educatidnal programs) 

Editorial board, graphic arts super
vj~or, Gayb!ades Monthly 

Federal Bureau of lnyestigation , 
Washington, D.C. 20535 

Edward Cerda, Parole Officer 
L.A.P.D., precinct 29 
Los Angeles, California 90109 

DESCRIPTION 

Dr. Clarence Smith 
Sexual Content Editor 
The Advocate 

·AGE: 21. born March 10. 1956. PiC:ayur>e. Mississippi \not supported by birth records! 

~~~~i; ~g~ po,Jnds 8b~S~Li~b11
N: fair 

HAIR: brown RACE: white 
8Ull0: medium NAITONAUTY: American 
OCCUPAT!OUS; escort male modet travel agent. yacht transporting business 

~6~i!~K~Eci'ifiN1t~lEK'TI~~8:l~~S:~t? on face and _hair may be dyed black. 

ff YOU HAVE INFORMATION CONl:ERNING ·THIS PERSON. PLEASE GONTACT YOUR LOl:Al FBI OFFICE 
CRADDOCK SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ARMED AND EXTREMELY DANGEROUS 
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The Docket 

Blood donations continued apace at the law school (top 
right) despite rumors that the blood was being put to 
unorthodox use (top left) . . 

Meanwhile, on an overcast Sunday morning a crowd (the 
officia/'attendance was listed as "quite a few'J turned out for 
the annual ten-kilometer Turkey Trot, won by second-year 
David Estrada in a time oj34:10. He paid $4.50 to win, $2.90 
to place, and $2.10 to show. Jonathan Varat led the faculty 
field, paying $9.20, $5.40, and $2.20. Ken Karst did well until 
he stopped to explain to a lost Westwood shopper what 
"substantive due process" meant. As for Dean Warren-well, 
what can we say? 

Speaking of payoffs, it should be noted that lagging coins 
seems to be on the rise (left), either as pastime or as a way to 
make a slow buck. Just so long as the vice-principal doesn't 
find out. 

Finally, John Geljf of Fidelity Federal Savings (below) 
brought a time management program, complete with 
videotape narrated by James Whitmore, no less, to the law 
school under the auspices of the Placement Office and 
International Law Society. The gist of his message is to 
establish priorities and eliminate unimportant tasks. Half the 
students who attended· dropped out of law school within a 
week. -Photos by Alec Nedelman 
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... first-year courses ,Society News (Continued from Page I) 
and all but a few do the fairly 
frequent writing assignments. 

The course, which consists of 
weekly one~hour class sessions 

. with .each of the ten groups into 
which the class is divided, plus 
individual conferences, foctises 
on thought processes· involved 
in legal problem-solving. 

Acknowledging that method
ology and the Socratic method 
are .. "'closely intert\\-·ined," Latz 
explained that her approach is 
to "clarify and conceptualiie the 
thought process. I attempt to 
explicitly describe the thought 
process involved in taking 
policy arguments and l:>lack 
letter law and achieving a result. 

"Although this process takes 
place implicitly during every 
.regular law class," she said,-"the 
focus of the methodology class 
is to help each student develop 
his skills to their fullest extent." 

At the. outset, the class is a 
short course in logic, exploring 
argument analysis, falla_cies, ~nd 
structure. It also deals with • 
written and unwritteri rulf:s and 
definitions in cases, as well as 
how to formulate a legal issue 
and how to brief a case-items· 
that law students typically are 
left to glean from "How to 
Succeed in Law School" books, 
as professors rarely have time to 
go into these. preliminary "facets 
of legal study. 

~~It's something of a Course in 
legal epistemology," she ~aid. 
"I'm trying to_bririg in aspects of 
ph1losophy and logic; disiplines 
that made a mucl:t greater-study 

... standards 
(Continued from Pagi, 2) 
for students-· who have pro:
blems) or .t-oward allowing 
the troubled student to repeat 
the first year without prejudice. 

Perhaps this discussion has 
raised some critical questions in. 
·your minds. The automatic 
dismissal of· any student after 
one year of study is a sensitive 
~nd emotional topic. The 
pres.umption that academic 
deficiency _after one year ·or 

' study is sufficient indication ,of 
potential as a legal technician is 
highly suspect, and to this date 
no empirical data has been 
proffered by the law, school to 
substantial this presumption . 
. Ironically, there is greater 
evidence to the contrary", 
but in either case the law 
school fact1Hy, students, and 
admia.istrators still have a 
good faith obligation to assure 
students, parti-cularly first
years, that every effort will be 
made to see that they become 
attorneys even if it means giving 
them a second chance. 

In summation, it is you, the 
student, who must seek the 
change. It is your classmate or 
yourself who may have to pass 
through this procedure. The 
procedure violates every tenet of • 
the due process/ equal protec
tion' guarantee provided indi
viduals in the United States. It is 

• time we begin to look out, for' 
one· an0thei' and. provide for a 
more positive and prosperous 
atmosphere at the law school. 

It is time that we petition the 
upowers that. be" to dismantle 

·•ihe use· of the Standards Com
Cmrttee for first-year students 
: with academic deficiencies, In 
''·jts place, let's caJI for giving the 
•iunsuecessful student the option 

of repeating the entire first year 
l\:ithout prejudice, thereby 
ulfilling our responsibilty to see 
that each of us has a full 
~pportunity to make something 
()f ourselves and serve our 
t~S~ective communities. 

of method ani:I problem-solving 
that the law has had an op
portunity to do." 

And while Latz says she is in 
no sense a counsf;:lor, she does 

think her course may bring 
some psychological, as well as 
aca4einic, benefit, ill that 
students may feel more secure 
about knowing what they know . 

Well, here it is, deadline time again, itnd nothing to write 
about. An exceptionaJly quiet month here at the Law School 
Julep _is back _on campus. or a first-year student who bears a~ 
amazmgly close resemblance to the expelled mascot-I eve·n 
saw her drinking from the water-fountain the o.ther day. All 
the good mterv1ews have been-taken. Ev.en the boring stories 
have b~en grabbed. And there's the editor, with a particularly 
mena7m~ scowl on his face, murmuring "Get the story." Well, 
here 11 lS, pou!'ded_ out on one of the high-speed, turbo
charged typewrlters m the Docket Office (room 2467D)·in an 
embarassmgly short amount of time.-.,-

But back to the story, wherever 
it is. It seems that kudos are in 
order for William Welsh "Bill" 
Graham, who according to Time 
magazine, tied the knot with one 
Caroline· Cushing,. columnist for 
the Los Angeles Herald 
Examiner, I suppose that lots of 
people around here get married, 
but _few have it announced in 
Time, and even fewer are 
mentioned in, The .Docket. So 
once again~ congr3ts to the 
newleyweds. 

And for all you out there 
planning on wedding bells, show, 
some loyalty, and pass the news 
down this way. 

·; 
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WHliam Graham 

. Double-Crostic .Solution 
Sara Latz 

"Hard question-s cilnnot be avoid~d by a hypothetical 
reshuffling of the fa_cts."-Justice Powell 
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Step right up to the. bar-
the savings are 'on the house! 

last-chance-before-finals 

LAW BOOK SALE 

Emanuel 
20°/o off 

Law Outlines, Barron's Law Dictionary, 
Saul Miller's "After Law School?" 

10°/o off 
Gilbert's, Cast!notes, 
Legalines, CES and 

Smith's, 
Frank's 

THIS WEEK ONLY-December 3-7 

!echnical_ books. b level. ackerman l1nion. 825-771~ 

mon-thur 7:45-7:30: fn 7:-45-6: sat 10-5: sun 12-5 



Y ou'II be up the creek without 
. • . the . . .• 

Hardcore Bruce josephsonovich: 

THE e·ar Review Course 
We set the standard for whatever 

the hell it is we do. 

- A faculty of the finest· 1egal educators available 

- Outlines so simple, a retarded gorilla could use them, yet so 
thorough, they 1 ve been inade the official b,u review 
outlines of the Idaho Supreme Court 

- Exam practice. You get your first practice exam as you get in 
line to pay your enrollment fees. Once the course 
starts, we test, on the average, every 45 minutes. 

- immediate feedback. Our trained, professional readers read 
over your shoulder as you write! Sometimes they 
finish· your exam before you do. 

- Psychological Reinforcement: - We were the first bar review 
course to use both torture and sex. 

Sign up • now, before our 
get even . higher! 

We're on our side. 

Do it once. 
Do it right. 

" prices 

And don't ever let us catch you doing it again. 




